Valuation of ecosystem services to inform management of multiple-use landscapes
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Abstract

Public agencies worldwide are increasingly adopting an ecosystem service framework to manage lands serving multiple uses. Yet, reliable, practical, and well-tailored methods remain a major limitation in moving from conceptual to actionable approaches. Together with one of the largest federal land managing agencies, we co-develop and co-demonstrate an ecosystem services approach tailored to specific decisions, through a process with potentially widespread relevance. With the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), we focus on balancing military training with biodiversity and resource conservation under both budgetary and land-use pressures at a representative installation. In an iterative process of co-design and application, we define, map, and quantify multiple ecosystem services under realistic management options. Resource management budget emerges as a major determinant of the degree to which managers can sustain both necessary training environments – a DoD-specific ecosystem service – and a prairie ecosystem with species of conservation concern. We also found clear tradeoffs between training intensity and forest-related services. Our co-developed approach brings otherwise hidden values and tradeoffs to the fore in a balanced way that can help public agencies safeguard priority services under potentially conflicting uses and budget limitations.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Ecosystems provide a variety of benefits that sustain and fulfill human life (MA, 2005), most commonly through lands serving multiple uses. Public agencies, many with mandates to support diverse objectives, are increasingly adopting an ecosystem service framework to provide a consistent basis for assessing and sustaining the multiple values of lands (USEPA, 2009, Bateman et al. 2013, Ruckelshaus et al. 2013, Scarlett and Boyd. 2013, Palomo et al. 2014). The Chinese government, for example, is implementing a national ecosystem assessment, coupled with national land zoning and financial compensation, to achieve protection of priority ecosystem services (Liu et al. 2008, Daily et al. 2013, Zheng et al. 2013). Across Latin America, public-private watershed agreements are proliferating to channel investments into hydrologic and other desired services (Pagiola 2008, Goldman-Benner et al. 2012). In the United States, the Forest Service now requires incorporating ecosystem services in national forest management plans (USDA, Forest Service 2012), and the Bureau of Land Management has initiated ecosystem-service pilot studies (Bagstad et al. 2013); together these agencies manage ~ 177 million ha of U.S. land.

Despite growing application of ecosystem service tools (Polasky et al. 2011, Goldstein et al. 2012, Nemec and Raudsepp-Hearne 2013, Bhagabati et al. 2014, Villa et al. 2014), demonstrations of practical ecosystem services approaches — jointly developed with public agencies to address their resource management challenges and at appropriate scales — are still lacking. According to a recent review, approximately 40% ecosystem services studies involved stakeholders to some degree to help identify ecosystem services,
evaluate management options, and assess impacts (Seppelt et al. 2011). The stakeholder process is predominantly viewed positively among researchers (Koschke et al. 2014) as it is useful to gather information and knowledge (Koschke et al. 2014), build understanding and consensus (McNie 2007, Reed et al. 2009), increase legitimacy of analysis (Cowling et al. 2008), and promote acceptance of implementation (Menzel and Teng 2010, Cowling et al. 2008). Because of the time and financial cost, as well as institutional constraints in public land management (Menzel and Teng 2010, Koschke et al. 2014), ecosystem services approaches developed with public agencies in an interactive and iterative process are not common in practice.

To fill this gap, we illustrate an ecosystem services approach for managing multi-use landscapes through a case co-developed closely with one of the largest public land managing agencies—the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) (Daily et al. 2015), which manages 12.1 million ha (over 1%) of U.S. lands. While dedicated to military training and testing, these lands also host well-preserved ecosystems and species of conservation importance. Sustaining these natural assets is a key objective for the DoD, as its natural resource policy embraces maintenance of biodiversity and ecosystem services (DoD, 2011). Pertinent examples of ecosystem services include provision of realistic training environments; support for rare ecosystems with species of conservation concern; smoke and noise mitigation by natural buffers; provision of timber, clean water, and renewable energy; nature-based recreation opportunities for soldiers and civilians; and carbon sequestration.

Here, we examine how alternative management options for the intensity and siting of activities on DoD installations may balance potentially competing land uses for maintaining military mission and sustaining biodiversity and ecosystem services. To define, map, and value focal ecosystem benefits under each alternative, we demonstrate a practical, spatially explicit, and scenario-based approach using the Integrated Valuation of Environmental Services and Tradeoffs (InVEST) software. Working with DoD collaborators, we addressed three policy-related questions of broad relevance across agencies and regions globally:

1. How could future land-use intensity and budget variations affect ecosystem service provision?
2. How might spatial assessment of ecosystem services improve natural resources management in different areas?
3. Is it possible to enhance multiple ecosystem services efficiently, considering their tradeoffs and synergies?

2. Co-development and application process

2.1. Study area

We selected Joint Base Lewis-McChord (JBLM), a 37,000-ha joint Army/Air Force installation located in Washington, USA, as our demonstration site because of its active roles in both military training and natural resource conservation. JBLM is located within the South Puget Sound Landscape, historically a mosaic of grasslands, oak and conifer savannas, and wetlands. The landscape has transformed dramatically since European settlement, due to fire suppression, species invasions, and land conversion (Chappell and Crawford 1997).

Fig. 1. (A) Land Use / Land Cover map for Joint Base Lewis-McChord (JBLM), western Washington State, USA, derived from 2007 to 2010 vegetation mapping and remotely sensed imagery; (B) Three ecological management regions for JBLM.
Overview of a practical approach co-developed and demonstrated at JBLM. This approach is an iterative and stakeholder-engaged process that represents management scenarios as changes in land use and land cover, which are then used as inputs for science-based assessment of ecosystem services to inform management decisions. (Adapted from Guerry et al. 2012.)

2.2. Co-development of objectives and scenarios

We co-developed overarching objectives and a suite of realistic scenarios in a series of structured interactions with JBLM personnel. We conducted a group workshop at JBLM in November 2011 to initiate the partnership and explore major resource management objectives, concerns, subcomponents, and their interactions, as well as focal ecosystem services with four installation personnel, who played critical roles in natural resource management from the divisions of Forestry, Fish and Wildlife, and Range Support. Participants offered comprehensive yet complementary information from different perspectives, yielding a solid local knowledge basis for our project. We outlined the resource management dynamics and co-developed the first narrative draft of scenarios with information collected from the workshop and follow-up individual discussions through phone calls and email exchanges.

In a subsequent two-day visit to JBLM in April 2012, we had intensive discussion with the core group of installation personnel, who participated in the previous workshop, to characterize the scenarios and qualitative measures. On the first day, we confirmed drivers of changes in resource management, resulting scenario variations, key components of each scenario, and the time scale for analysis in a group. On the second day, we further discussed the qualitative measures and spatial extents for each scenario component and reached consensus on the scenario framework. During this visit, we also conducted a number of individual meetings with the key stakeholders and other installation personnel to discuss specific issues and collect data for scenario and ecosystem service model parameterization. With these inputs from JBLM personnel, we then developed quantitative metrics and spatial delineation for Land Use / Land Cover (LULC) change in future scenarios. We finalized scenarios and confirmed all scenario and model assumptions individually with key JBLM personnel in several rounds of discussion via email and phone calls over three months.

2.2.1. Scenario drivers

Two important policy drivers—training intensity and the budget for natural resource management—influence future management changes and land uses for JBLM (Table 1). “Training intensity” represents the number of troops actively deployed at JBLM and frequency of training activities; generally, as these increase, so does disturbance to habitats. Training activities are also likely associated with expansion of laminated root rot (Phellinus sulphur-ascens Pilat), a root disease causing severe mortality in Douglas fir forests (Hansen and Goheen 2000), as motor vehicles transport infected woody debris with root rot spores (Foster 2009), or possibly as training activities exert additional stress on infected trees (A. Kroll, pers. comm., February 20, 2014). Root rot-infested Douglas fir forests that experience tree death and reduced canopy cover are susceptible to invasion by Scotch broom (Peterson and Prasad 1998), but can also become native shrubland or pre-commercial forest if natural or artificial regeneration is present (Foster 2009).

The “budget” for natural resource management correlates directly with the extent of invasive species control, tree planting, and grassland habitat maintenance on- and off-base (Table 1). If sufficient budget is allocated to protecting candidate species and their habitats, JBLM personnel expect potentially less stringent training restrictions imposed post-Endangered Species Act listing by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on grasslands designated as either occupied or potential habitat for species listed under the Endangered Species Act.
Table 1
Summary of assumptions for 2030 management scenarios at Joint Base Lewis-McChord, WA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LULC Change Scenarios</th>
<th>Policy Drivers</th>
<th>LULC Features</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Training intensity</th>
<th>Restricted training area</th>
<th>Laminated Root Rot area</th>
<th>Tree replanting area</th>
<th>Scotch broom-dominated area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Budget for natural resource management</td>
<td>troops number &amp; training frequency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>infected in 20 years</td>
<td>with immune species</td>
<td>in grassland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Budget-Decreased Training (HBDT)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>20%↑</td>
<td>Reduced restrictions in occupied habitat (4,904 ha)</td>
<td>20% susceptible forest (3,151 ha)</td>
<td>80.9 ha/year of LRR-infested area</td>
<td>10% everywhere (522 ha)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Budget-Increased Training (HBIT)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>20%↑</td>
<td>Reduced restrictions in occupied habitat (4,904 ha)</td>
<td>40% susceptible forest (6,301 ha)</td>
<td>80.9 ha/year of LRR-infested area</td>
<td>10% everywhere (522 ha)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business-As-Usual (BAU)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Most occupied habitat (5,904 ha)</td>
<td>30% susceptible forest (4,726 ha)</td>
<td>40.5 ha/year of LRR-infested area</td>
<td>10% occupied habitat; 25% elsewhere (1,013 ha)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Budget-Decreased Training (LBDT)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>20%↓</td>
<td>All occupied &amp; potential habitat (8,730 ha)</td>
<td>20% susceptible forest (3,151 ha)</td>
<td>20.2 ha/year of LRR-infested area</td>
<td>25% restricted area; 75% elsewhere (2,282 ha)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Budget-Increased Training (LBIT)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>20%↓</td>
<td>All occupied &amp; potential habitat (8,730 ha)</td>
<td>40% susceptible forest (6,301 ha)</td>
<td>20.2 ha/year of LRR-infested area</td>
<td>25% restricted area; 75% elsewhere (2,282 ha)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Projecting 20 years from the 2010 baseline, these drivers define the Business-As-Usual (BAU) scenario and four alternatives: High Budget-Decreased Training (HBDT), High Budget-Increased Training (HBIT), Low Budget-Decreased Training (LBDT), and Low Budget-Increased Training (LBIT). Alternative training intensity implies 20% deviation from BAU based on JBLM stakeholder estimates during iterative discussions, and alternative budget leads to about 30% deviation in resource management cost from BAU based on aggregated budget calculation for natural resource management on forestry, wildlife, training lands, and off-site conservation easements using data provided by installation personnel.

2.2.2. Baseline characterization

We generated the 2010 LULC map using a JBLM vegetation map that combined vegetation plots and remotely sensed imagery from 2007 and 2008 (Chastain 2008). We then updated the vegetation map to include gaps created by laminated root rot mapped by JBLM staff in 2010. Foresters at JBLM have partially mapped symptomatic laminated root rot areas (i.e., clusters of dead and dying trees, large openings not created by logging or windthrow; presence of root rot confirmed by examining roots of uprooted trees) and found that gaps currently occupy about 2% of the conifer-dominated forest area (Foster 2009). However, the foresters estimate that a total of 20% of conifer-dominated forest is actually infected, most of this area not yet symptomatic. We converted the current LULC to a raster file format at a resolution of 28.5 m in ArcGIS software and used it as a baseline for creating 2030 scenarios.

2.2.3. Scenario mapping

The alternative scenarios vary in the total area of laminated root rot infestation, Scotch broom expansion, tree planting, and training restrictions, as driven by training intensity and budget. We delineated the quantitative criteria spatially for each scenario from the baseline current LULC map based on stakeholder inputs and literature values (Table 1).

- “Restricted training area” refers to lands where vegetation-disturbing activities (e.g., off-road maneuvering, digging, and bi-vouacking) are prohibited to protect species that were candidates for listing during the study, cultural resources, and wetlands. We delineated training restrictions based on current restrictions, habitat occupied by the candidate species, and/or potential habitat for candidate species provided by relevant JBLM personnel.

- “Laminated root rot area” represents the proportion of susceptible forest infected by root rot. We assumed areas of new infections have an expansion rate of 3 m/year and expand from both existing infected areas and randomly placed new infection sites. The spread rate is difficult to define as it depends on many factors, such as stand density, host species composition, inoculum density of the pathogen, and stress placed onto host trees (A. Kroll and D. Omlan, pers. comm., February 20, 2014). Studies in the Oregon Cascades showed an average fungus spread rate ranged 5~58 cm/year via root-to-root contact (McCauley and Cook 1980, Nelson and Hartman 1975). Root rot sporophores are also found on woody debris from infected trees (Washington Academy of Sciences 2013) and may be carried via motor vehicles during training activities (Foster 2009), but dispersal rates via spores are not well documented. We chose a higher rate of 3 m/year to reflect natural root-to-root contact combined with the increased stress on infected trees and dispersal of infected woody debris due to training activities based on discussion with installation personnel and experts.

- “Tree replanting area” represents the proportion of laminated root rot infected areas replanted with immune or resistant tree. We randomly selected canopy gaps formed by root rot over 0.4 ha in size for planting until scenario criteria were met. According to installation forestry expert, gaps less than 0.4 ha are usually not planted because there is insufficient direct sunlight for adequate growth of planted trees.

- “Scotch broom-dominated area in grassland” represents the extent of Scotch broom in grassland habitat. It was simulated by randomly selecting pixels within grasslands to match scenario criteria. We assumed that Scotch broom and grassland vegetation can occur interchangeably under different management scenarios based on the experience from JBLM and other grassland owners in the South Puget Sound who have been controlling Scotch broom for up to 20 years.

We made two additional assumptions about land conversion based on discussion with foresters at JBLM. First, all scenarios assumed areas infected with laminated root rot, but not replanted with immune or resistant tree species, will become 50% Scotch broom, 25% native shrubs, and 25% pre-commercial conifer from natural regeneration, and infected forest pixels are randomly converted to meet these criteria based on discussion with installation forestry expert. Scotch broom inhibits tree sapling growth in forest plantations (Peterson and Prasad 1998, Foster 2009). JBLM personnel’s experience indicates that, unless there is a
pre-existing native shrub layer, Scotch broom will germinate in nearly all logging- or root rot-mortality openings and compete with natural and planted tree regeneration. Native shrubs are established understoreys of Douglas fir forest at JBLM. If there is a pre-existing native shrub layer, it is likely to persist, suppressing Scotch broom. If sufficient advance regeneration is present, trees will dominate the site. Second, in discussion with installation personnel, we assume 50% of an existing ~260 ha clearcut area in the west region will convert to mature conifer plantation for all five future scenarios, while the other 50% will convert to Scotch broom. We also assumed stochastic biological (e.g., species invasions and extirpations) and climatic forces (e.g., droughts, early/late frosts, etc.) affect habitat conditions and management effectiveness of alternative scenarios with equal probabilities, and thus will not trigger cross-scenario variations. In reality, differential effects are likely.

2.3. Ecosystem services modeling

We used InVEST, an open-source software suite (Kareiva et al. 2011, Sharp et al. 2014), to evaluate ecosystem services under future scenarios. During our initial stakeholder workshop, we jointly identified five priority ecosystem services with JBLM personnel and co-defined their scopes for the base. These services include infantry training capacity, vehicle training capacity, sustainability of Puget Sound Prairie, timber production, and carbon sequestration, the first two of which required co-developing new approaches. Because Puget Sound Prairie includes multiple species of conservation concern, we use “ecosystem provision of habitat” as a proxy for biodiversity, i.e., persistence of candidate, proposed, or listed species (Keith et al. 2013). Timber production from Douglas fir forest provides income for natural resource management at JBLM. Finally, potential regulation for carbon sequestration on public lands drives DoD to consider carbon dynamics. These services are interconnected via LULC, providing an opportunity to observe tradeoffs and synergies that can inform management decisions.

2.3.1. Training capacity

Different natural environments, such as forests and grasslands, simulate potential battlefields, enabling realistic training on installations, and thus improving military preparedness. We co-designed a new model to quantify the provision of natural habitat supporting infantry and vehicle training on installations as an ecosystem service (hereafter ‘training capacity’). Training capacity was calculated in terms of usable land area for infantry and vehicle training activities, based on suitability and connectivity of LULC, frequency of training, and seasonal or annual restrictions on off-road vehicle maneuvering.

We calculated the area of natural habitat usable for infantry and vehicle training in 29 Training Areas at JBLM. Infantry training activities, which involve field operations and maneuvers on foot, occur in most landscapes except large areas of surface water or dense shrublands (including Scotch broom). In contrast, vehicle training activities using tracked or wheeled motor vehicles typically rely on roads and large, open areas, such as prairie, savanna, and low-height shrubland. Live-fire weapons training is not included in this model because it primarily occurs on designated firing ranges within impact areas and is not likely to be affected under alternative scenarios.

We first estimated total suitable and accessible habitat areas for infantry and vehicle training respectively using maps of LULC and roads. JBLM staff suggested Scotch broom habitat becomes unsuitable for training when tall shrubs cover more than one third of habitat. As training restrictions prohibiting off-road vehicle movement are imposed in some prairie areas to protect species of conservation concern (e.g., Mazama pocket gopher and Taylor’s checksheet butterfly), we subtract those restricted habitats for vehicle training. Additionally, some areas are unavailable for vehicle training during the nesting and breeding seasons of sensitive bird species (half the year for bald eagle; one-third of the year for streaked horned lark). We included the area of roads in both infantry and vehicle training capacities because they are extensively used by troops to access training areas. To obtain actual infantry and vehicle training capacities, the resulting suitable training habitat is multiplied by the percentage of a year that training activities occur in each zone. The percentage falls into four levels (100%, 70%, 40%, and 10%) based on discussion with JBLM personnel (I. Gruhn, pers. comm., September 6, 2012). Training areas are more frequently used for both infantry and vehicle training if they are closer to barracks, have more open space, and are free of natural barriers such as rivers. We derived most changes in inputs under alternative scenarios from LULC maps.

2.3.2. Habitat risk assessment

We used the Habitat Risk Assessment model (Sharp et al. 2014) to evaluate risks posed to the persistence of prairie habitat by stressors at JBLM, including seven training activities (digging, off-road vehicles, camping, flight operations, foot training, ordnance, firing range training) and invasive Scotch broom. This model combines information about exposure of habitat to each stressor with information about consequences of exposure, given resilience of the habitat (Hobday et al., 2011). Exposure depends on spatial and temporal overlap between habitat and a stressor, stressor intensity, and effectiveness of management strategies mitigating stressor impacts. Consequence depends on change in habitat area and structure due to the stressor; frequency of disturbance relative to natural disturbance regime, and attributes associated with recovery likelihood (i.e., natural rates of dispersal, maturity, reproduction, and mortality; De Lange et al. 2010; Folke et al. 2004).

For each stressor, we scored model inputs from 1 to 3 (low, medium, or high), based on standard criteria in the model (Sharp et al. 2014). We used maps of training restrictions, training manuals, and interviews with JBLM personnel to determine the extent of spatial and temporal overlap between training stressors and prairie habitat in each Training Area. Spatial overlap between training stressors and prairie habitat remained the same in all scenarios. However, spatial overlap between Scotch broom and prairie habitat was greater in low-budget than high-budget scenarios. To classify temporal overlap between training stressors and prairie habitat, we multiplied the percent of a year in which an area was unrestricted by the frequency of training use per year and scored values from 0.67 to 1.00 as ‘high’, 0.33-0.66 as ‘medium’, and below 0.33 as ‘low’. We assumed greater training restrictions, and thus less temporal overlap, in low-budget than high-budget scenarios and classified temporal overlap as ‘none’ where year-round restrictions eliminated presence of the stressor. We assumed year-round overlap between Scotch broom and prairie habitat in all scenarios.

For all stressors except Scotch broom, off-road vehicles, and ordnance training, we classified both intensity and management effectiveness as “medium” under the BAU scenario, intensity as “low” and management effectiveness as “high” under scenarios with decreased training, and intensity as “high” and management effectiveness as “low” under scenarios with increased training (Table 2). We classified the intensity of Scotch broom as “high” under all scenarios because detrimental effects of the shrub on the Puget Sound Prairie Ecosystem are well documented (Table 2; JBLM 2007, USFWS 2013a,b). We scored management effectiveness higher for off-road vehicles and ordnance training than other stressors under BAU and decreased training scenarios (Table 2) because periodic disturbance by these activities are managed to
provide openings in prairie beneficial to nesting and movement of sensitive bird species (JBLM, 2007; Peterson et al., 1998).

We combined information from literature and discussed with biologists at JBLM to score loss in prairie area and structure with each stressor (Chappell and Crawford 1997; Crawford and Hall 1997; Quist et al. 2003; Whitecotton et al. 2000) and to determine sources and frequency of historic disturbance in the Puget Sound Prairie Ecosystem (Table 2; Chappell and Crawford 1997; Crawford and Hall 1997). We classified the effect of a stressor as “high” when analogous historical disturbances (e.g., digging, foot traffic, or fires by Native Americans, conifer encroachment) occurred either much more or less frequently than stressor disturbance, “medium” with slightly more or less frequent occurrence, and “low” when disturbance frequencies were similar (Table 2).

We reviewed literature to assess the resilience of prairie habitat based on natural rates of mortality, recruitment, maturity, and dispersal for Roemer’s fescue (Festuca roemeri), the dominant native plant in the Puget Sound Prairie Ecosystem (30–70% cover in high-quality native prairie; Chappell and Crawford 1997; Crawford and Hall 1997; Darris et al. 2012). Because Roemer’s fescue is a long-lived perennial bunchgrass that does not typically flower until its second full growing season and has little dispersal between populations (Chappell and Crawford 1997; Crawford and Hall 1997; Darris et al. 2012), we classified maturity, reproduction, and mortality for Puget Sound Prairie Ecosystem as “medium” and connectivity as “low.” The InVEST HRA model assumes species and/or habitats with rapid lifecycles (i.e., high mortality and recruitment rates and short times until maturity) and frequent dispersal between populations should be those most resilient to the effects of stressors (De Lange et al., 2010; Folke et al., 2004).

Scoring of model inputs for the Habitat Risk Assessment Model has the potential to be a time-consuming and contentious process. We were able to avoid such pitfalls by relying on a small number of personnel with intimate knowledge of the study system, as well as peer-reviewed literature, to guide our scoring. Furthermore, we were able to conduct our scoring after previous stressor identification and scoring, conducted during creation of a draft Candidate Conservation Agreement and Candidate Conservation Agreement with Assurances for Puget Sound Prairie Species (G. Reub, personal communication: Duggan et al. 2015). Thus, JBLM personnel had prior experience scoring stressor exposure and consequences based on expert opinion and were comfortable with the process.

To classify model output into low- or high-risk areas, we examined relationships between risk and vegetation cover in 25–m quadrats surveyed across JBLM. A regression analysis indicated a negative relationship between predicted risk and percent native grass cover (Nagelkerke’s $R^2 = 0.24$, $F_{1,23} = 8.64$, $P < 0.007$). Using this relationship, we determined risk associated with the percent native grass cover on no-risk habitat (i.e., no modeled stressors present). Where stressors were present, we summarized habitat as low- or high-risk using a threshold value associated with a 33% decrease in native grass cover from no-risk habitat. We examined our characterization of risk by using chi-square analyses to test if the current distribution of three species of conservation concern that we consider “characteristic native biota” of the Puget Sound Prairie Ecosystem (Keith et al. 2013, Rodríguez et al. 2012) differed among high- and low-risk categories from that expected given total availability of high- and low-risk area predicted across potential habitat at JBLM under current conditions.

### 2.3.3. Managed timber production

We applied the InVEST Timber Production model (Sharp et al. 2014) to calculate expected net present value (NPV) of timber harvested during 2010–2030 from Douglas fir forest at JBLM. The model runs on user-defined timber management zones, each of which is characterized by its total area, proportion of total area harvested each period, volume of wood harvest each period, frequency of harvest, as well as harvest and maintenance costs. We factored in timber price and a discount rate, the model calculates NPV of harvests on each zone during a user-defined period of time.

We ran the model on three ecological management zones (Fig. 1B) containing a total of ~700 harvest stands auctioned in past timber sales. Because individual stands were not regularly managed and timber sales often spatially overlapped, we aggregated harvest information from stands into management zones to model timber harvest in a consistent manner. We estimated net return of timber for each year by subtracting total maintenance costs from total timber sale revenue, which was calculated as the product of harvest area, wood volume per unit area, and timber price corrected for inflation. We obtained the NPV of timber by discounting flow of future net returns to the base year 2010.

For all scenarios, timber harvest occurs every year in each zone. We assumed timber volume harvested per unit area was consistent with historical practices for each zone, which was estimated as a ten-year average based on 2002–2011 JBLM timber sale records (Table 3). However, total area of each zone and proportion of total area harvested each year were assumed to vary across scenarios, and were determined by the availability of forest resources. In decreased training scenarios (HBDT and LBDT), we calculated total harvest area and proportion of total area harvested as ten-year averages of 2002–2011 data because root rot infestation remains at its current rate (20% of susceptible forest). Although the infestation rate increased to 30% under BAU, JBLM staff suggested the total timber harvest would remain at the current level.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Exposure&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Consequence&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Management effectiveness</th>
<th>Δ in area</th>
<th>Δ in structure</th>
<th>Δ in disturbance frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stressors</td>
<td>BAU</td>
<td>HBDT and LBDT</td>
<td>HBIT and LBIT</td>
<td>BAU</td>
<td>HBDT and LBDT</td>
<td>HBIT and LBIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-road vehicles</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Med</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digging</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bivouacking</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot training</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinance</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training range</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Exposure also includes spatial and temporal overlap (see text).

<sup>b</sup> Consequence also includes attributes of resilience (see text).
level in BAU by increasing the proportion of area harvested to offset loss in total area. When root rot infests 40% of susceptible forest under increased training scenarios (HBIT and LBIT), the total harvest area would decrease annually by 0.67–0.79%, and the proportion of total area harvested increases by 0.58–0.67%/year in HBIT and 0.33–0.44%/year in LBIT to maintain the same harvest per unit area as BAU (Table 3).

The inputs for price and cost were consistent across scenarios. We assumed no harvest costs for JBLM, as timber is mostly harvested by logging companies or individuals who won timber sale auctions. We assumed no harvest costs for JBLM, as timber is mostly harvested by logging companies or individuals who won timber sale auctions. We estimated baseline timber price as the ten-year average laminated root rot), based on 2007–2011 data from the JBLM Forestry assessment (WSDoR 2012). We projected future price variations during 2010–2030 based on the 2005 USDA Forest Service’s assessment (Haynes et al. 2007). We derived the NPV of timber using a discount rate of 3% recommended by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB, 2011).

### 2.3.4. Carbon storage and sequestration

We used the InVEST Carbon Storage and Sequestration model (Sharp et al. 2014) to evaluate the carbon sequestration service (measured in million grams) provided by aboveground biomass, belowground biomass, and harvested wood products from 2010 to 2030 at JBLM. The InVEST model aggregates the amount of carbon stored in carbon pools and calculates the sequestration between current and future LULC scenarios. Each cell in the raster is assigned a LULC class such as forest, pasture, or agricultural land. For each LULC type, the model requires an estimate of the amount of carbon in at least one of the four fundamental pools - aboveground biomass, belowground biomass, soil, and dead organic matter - and a fifth optional pool for harvested wood products. For harvested wood products, model values are defined for each timber harvest parcel - the amount of biomass removed per harvest, harvest frequency, and rate at which carbon degrades within products. The model calculates the amount of stored carbon that originated in a parcel but now resides in finished products.

For JBLM, we derived carbon values for LULC classes using the National Biomass and Carbon Dataset (NBCD; Kellndorfer et al., 2012). We calculated aboveground biomass by aggregating vegetation types into structural classes and averaging biomass values for each class (Table 4). Since the NBCD only provides values for tree and some shrub species, we valued aboveground biomass for Scotch broom at 470 Mg/ha (Bossard and Rejmanek 1994; Wheeler et al. 1987) and cold temperate prairies at 2.4 Mg/ha (IPCC, 2006) based on available scientific literature. We converted mean aboveground biomass to carbon storage (Mg/ha) by multiplying the aboveground biomass value by 0.5 (IPCC, 2006). We calculated belowground carbon storage by multiplying aboveground carbon by a root to shoot ratio of 0.3, the average for temperate forest species, or 0.4 for prairie species (IPCC, 2006). We calculated harvested carbon pools using the timber product estimate from the InVEST Timber Production model and decay rates for Douglas-fir sawtimber (34 years half-life) and pulpwood (1 year half-life) (Smith et al., 2006). We captured carbon biomass from root rot-infested trees that are salvage-logged in the harvest product pool and assumed the remaining infested trees decay naturally onsite. We evaluated carbon sequestration for each scenario as the total biomass stored between 2010 and 2030. Due to data limitations, we assumed carbon accumulation in intact secondary and old growth forests did not change spatial forest classifications or scenario parameters. Due to difficulties in assessing stand age, we did not include carbon stored in soil and dead organic matter in calculations.

We compared the mean values of aboveground carbon for several vegetation classes using the NBCD dataset and validation data from field sampling acquired in 2012 (M. Hurteau, Penn State Univ., unpublished data). The mean values for NBCD have considerable overlap with estimates based on field sampling, although values are slightly lower (Fig. 3), which may be a result of growth in tree biomass given the 12-year difference between datasets. This comparison suggests that the InVEST Carbon Storage and Sequestration model with NBCD data reasonably estimates carbon biomass stored in various vegetation types and can be used for decisions relying on relative estimates.

#### 2.4. Co-evaluating tradeoffs and synergies among multiple ecosystem services and biodiversity

Based on our discussion with JBLM stakeholders, we synthesized ecosystem services modeling results to address three policy questions outlined in the introduction. To examine Question 1, which asks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LULC Type</th>
<th>Aboveground C (Mg/ha)</th>
<th>Belowground C (Mg/ha)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bare ground</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-up in training area</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conifer plantation</td>
<td>110.6</td>
<td>33.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conifer riparian forest</td>
<td>188.4</td>
<td>56.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deciduous forest</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>28.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deciduous plantation</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deciduous woodland</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas-fir forest</td>
<td>180.8</td>
<td>54.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas-fir woodland</td>
<td>130.9</td>
<td>39.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grassland</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardwood riparian forest</td>
<td>114.5</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed forest</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed woodland</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>35.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native shrubland</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent burn/clearcut</td>
<td>111.7</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savanna</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotch broom</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-forested Wetland</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
how information on ecosystem services affects training and budgetary decisions, we compared the percentage change of ecosystem service provision for each alternative scenario relative to BAU. We measured biodiversity provision as total low-risk habitat area, training capacities as total usable habitats for infantry and vehicle training, respectively, carbon sequestration as total carbon biomass stored between 2010–2030, and timber production as total net present value in 2010–2030. Then, to address Question 2 about the magnitude of ecosystem service in specific areas, we mapped the spatial distribution of ecosystem benefits as the relative contribution of each Training Area to total provision. We ranked all Training Areas based on a measure combining absolute service provision with efficiency of provision (measured as service per unit functional area). We used a “service gap” map to further illustrate difference in provision for each ecosystem service between extreme scenarios, HBDT and LBIT, in each Training Area. We identified the lowest number of Training Areas able to fill service gaps ≥ 25%, thus revealing priority Training Areas that can improve service provision with increased budget and decreased training intensity. We highlighted tradeoffs and synergies among training, biodiversity, and other ecosystem service objectives (Question 3) amid the aggregate and spatially explicit assessment of ecosystem services.

To understand how an ecosystem services approach can aid in the natural resource decision-making process for JBLM and the DoD in general, we conducted structured phone interviews in August 2012 with four JBLM personnel individually. We spoke with each representative for 30–45 min to clarify current procedures for environmental management and to understand their perspectives on the added value of an ecosystem services approach. Respondents were posed questions that focused on their specific role in environmental decision-making, their understanding and opinion of ecosystem services valuation, and the presence of the Army’s mission-oriented sustainability approach at JBLM.

In September 2012, we presented preliminary ecosystem services assessment results and management implications in a plenary meeting with nine JBLM personnel including key personnel who participated in scenario development and model parameterization and others who would potentially use the results, such as environmental compliance specialists, military training area managers, and geo-spatial technicians. Participants of the workshop provided valuable feedback on the approach, ecosystem services modeling results, and potential management applications. We further revised the scenarios and parameter values according to stakeholder feedback and shared the updated results with relevant stakeholders in 2013.

3. Results

3.1. Aggregate analysis of ecosystem services

Training intensity and the budget for resource management influence ecosystem service provision in different directions and magnitudes across scenarios (Table 5 and Fig. 4). Compared with BAU, the two scenarios with increased training intensity reveal an obvious decline in carbon sequestration and timber production because vehicle movement associated with training activities increases the proportion of susceptible forest infected with root rot. Whereas the HBIT scenario decreases carbon sequestration by 46% (1.09*10^9 Mg biomass) and the 20-year timber net present value by 15% ($11.3 million), the LBIT scenario results in 62% (1.47*10^9 Mg) and 17% ($12.8 million) reduction in these services, respectively. The decreased training scenarios (HBDT and LBDT) exhibit comparable gain in carbon sequestration (~50%; ~1.2*10^9 Mg), but not in timber production, because timber harvest generally remains constant across years unless significant decline of timber resources occurs. Budget availability, which determines on- and off-base habitat maintenance and consequent restrictions on vehicle maneuvering, causes a ~20% (~1,000 ha suitable training area) decrease in vehicle training capacity for two low-budget scenarios (LBDT and LBIT) relative to BAU. The high-budget scenarios generate a minor increase (~5%; ~1,000 ha) in vehicle training capacity.

The area sustaining Puget Sound Prairie is jointly affected by budget-driven habitat maintenance and threats imposed by training activities. It ranges from an increase of 28% (1,300 low-risk ha) in HBDT to a decrease of ~12% (530 low-risk ha) in LBIT, relative to BAU. Two intermediate scenarios, HBIT and LBDT, result in a low-risk area similar to BAU. Infantry training is mobile and adaptable to most environments on the installation, and Scotch broom infestation accounts for its small variations. Scotch broom infestation is primarily driven by decreased budget for invasive species control, but it can also relate to increased training intensity that triggers root rot expansion and subsequent Scotch broom invasion. As a result, infantry training capacity changes little across scenarios; indeed, no difference occurs between the two intermediate scenarios (HBIT and LBDT) in which budget and training intensity offset each other. Across services, the HBDT scenario has the highest provision in all ecosystem services and the LBIT scenario provides the least. When considering only ecosystem services pertaining to the military mission (i.e., infantry and vehicle training) and regulatory training constraints (i.e., candidate species associated with Puget Sound Prairie), both high-budget scenarios result in no service degradation relative to BAU, with considerable gain in area sustaining Puget Sound Prairie (28%) by HBDT.

3.2. Spatially explicit assessment

The spatial distribution of ecosystem services highlights important areas and opportunities for addressing management challenges (Fig. 5). We report the relative contribution of training and impact areas to the total provision of each service (Fig. 5A for BAU) using a combined measure of absolute provision and efficiency of provision (i.e., service per unit functional area). Areas with high contribution to infantry and vehicle training capacity are located primarily in the central and east regions, where grasslands are abundant. Some areas of dense forest in these regions provide lower capacity for vehicle training than for infantry (Fig. 5A). The Artillery Impact Area, where Scotch broom cover remains low because of
repeated fires triggered during gunnery practices, provides about half of low-risk area sustaining Puget Sound Prairie at JBLM (Fig. 5A). In contrast, grasslands in Training Area 14 are classified as a high-risk area, due primarily to pervasive Scotch broom cover and vehicle training disturbance. Relatively higher carbon sequestration and timber returns overlap in several training areas, mostly covered by forest, in the west and central regions (Fig. 5A). Forest areas in the east region, which show relatively lower timber productivity, still serve as an important carbon sink (Fig. 5A).

Aggregating across services, we identified several areas that play major roles in supporting multiple ecosystem services (dark blue in Fig. 5B). Most of these areas are dominated by forest with scattered grassland patches that have minimal training restrictions for protecting candidate species. An exception is Training Area 6, which provides more expansive open space desired for infantry and vehicle training, but with ~50% of its area restricted. Despite large variations in aggregate provision of some services across scenarios, the relative contributions of each Training Area to each service are generally consistent among all scenarios.

Differences in ecosystem service provision between two extreme scenarios, HBDT and LBIT, reveal areas that can potentially produce large gains with improved management conditions, namely higher funds for conservation or lower training intensity by reallocating budget and training activities among areas. While HBDT provides favorable management conditions in budget and training intensity, LBIT, the most plausible future for JBLM, does not. We illustrate priority management areas in Fig. 5C. Whereas Training Areas 6 and 11 may be managed to improve one service

### Table 5
Ecosystem service provision for each scenario (absolute provision and percentage changes relative to Business-As-Usual) at Joint Base Lewis-McChord, WA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Infantry Training Capacity Suitable area (1000 ha)</th>
<th>Vehicle Training Capacity Suitable area (1000 ha)</th>
<th>Puget Sound Prairie Sustainability Low-risk habitat (1000 ha)</th>
<th>Timber Production Net present value (million $)</th>
<th>Carbon Sequestration Biomass (1000 Mg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Budget-Decreased Training (HBDT)</td>
<td>16.9 (7%)</td>
<td>4.86 (5%)</td>
<td>5.77 (28%)</td>
<td>74.9 (0%)</td>
<td>375 (57%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Budget-Increased Training (HBIT)</td>
<td>16.0 (1%)</td>
<td>4.90 (6%)</td>
<td>4.45 (1%)</td>
<td>63.6 (−15%)</td>
<td>130 (−46%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business-As-Usual (BAU)</td>
<td>15.9 (0%)</td>
<td>4.62 (0%)</td>
<td>4.51 (0%)</td>
<td>74.9 (0%)</td>
<td>239 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Budget-Decreased Training (LBDT)</td>
<td>16.0 (1%)</td>
<td>3.55 (−23%)</td>
<td>4.52 (0%)</td>
<td>74.9 (0%)</td>
<td>343 (44%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Budget-Increased Training (LBIT)</td>
<td>15.1 (−5%)</td>
<td>3.60 (−22%)</td>
<td>3.98 (−12%)</td>
<td>62.1 (−17%)</td>
<td>92 (−62%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Percentage change of ecosystem service provision in four alternative scenarios relative to the Business-As-Usual (BAU) scenario for: Puget Sound Prairie sustainability (low-risk in ha), vehicle training capacity (applicable habitat in ha), infantry training capacity (suitable landscape in ha), carbon sequestration (Mg), and timber production (net present value in dollars for 2010–2030) at Joint Base Lewis-McChord, WA. Alternative scenarios include LBIT (Low Budget-Increased Training), HBIT (High Budget-Increased Training), HBDT (High Budget-Decreased Training), and LBDT (Low Budget-Decreased Training). Grey shade indicates 10% variation from BAU.
(i.e., vehicle and infantry training capacity, respectively). Training Area 19 is likely to improve both timber production and carbon sequestration. Training Area 4, however, could achieve an increase in three services: infantry training capacity, timber production, and carbon sequestration. Training Area 14, dominated by grasslands, is classified as a high-risk area and harbors only one candidate species. Investment in habitat maintenance could potentially either decrease risk to the area and promote colonization by other species or improve the suitability and provision of unrestricted open area for vehicle training.

4. Discussion

We demonstrate an ecosystem services approach to multiple-use landscape management, co-developed with a major federal
agency. The approach provides new insights into the feasibility and benefits of incorporating ecosystem services into resource management and planning decisions for public agencies and other land-based institutions generally.

Land-use planning often involves evaluating potential ecosystem impacts of different management decisions shaped by factors such as land-use intensity and budget availability. Our study shows how ecosystem services may vary according to policy drivers, in our case training intensity and budget for resource management. We found clear tradeoffs between training intensity and forest-related services and a strong correlation between lowered budget and decreased vehicle training capacity. These findings suggest how management plans may be developed proactively to safeguard priority services when facing changes in budget or land-use intensity. The weak tradeoffs between policy drivers and Puget Sound Prairie sustainability also reveal that impacts imposed by one driver (e.g., increased training intensity) can be mostly offset with complementary change in the other (e.g., higher budget).

Our analysis also shows how considering different ecosystem services may result in different management decisions. If we consider only ecosystem services directly supporting military training capacities and environmental compliance (i.e., Puget Sound Prairie sustainability), budget for resource management plays the dominant role over training intensity for maintaining service provision. However, if indirect links to mission are considered (e.g., potential regulation of greenhouse gas emissions and revenues from timber production), both requirements on training intensity and budget are of equal importance. The expansiveness of ecosystem service analysis is thus crucial to evaluating land-use intensity and budget priorities and justifying requests modifications.

Spatially explicit representations of management options are powerful to inform decisions. Thus, we identified priority areas for sustaining current levels of ecosystem services (Fig. 5B) and areas that might be targeted to improve services provision by shifting management funds to those areas and/or shifting some training activities to other areas at JBLM (Fig. 5C). The spatial distribution of low-risk area sustaining Puget Sound Prairie also reveals a synergy between artillery training and conservation of this rare ecosystem (consistent with Stein et al. 2008, Warren et al. 2007).

The co-development process with stakeholders is an essential component of our ecosystem services approach. This process was enabled by shared interests in improving public land management using integrated approaches, as well as federal funding to support methodology demonstration. Our approach demonstrated three strengths among ecosystem services studies involving stakeholders. First, we engaged stakeholders early in the process to build trust and create a mutual understanding of the problem, while some other studies tended to involve stakeholders after producing the results only to enhance the acceptance. Second, we developed a structured, iterative stakeholder process comprising group discussions, in-depth individual interactions, and periodical remote communications. This structure allows for repeated inputs and feedback through different stages of the study to improve the clarity, credibility, and legitimacy of the analyses and acceptance of the results for decision support, without requiring too much time commitment from the stakeholders. We endeavored to accommodate each stakeholder’s schedule by balancing group discussions with individual meetings. Third, we communicated the ecosystem services concepts in a local context that resonates with stakeholders’ management goals and decision making process. For example, the ecosystem support of biodiversity was defined and modeled as the sustainability of Puget Sound Prairie that dictates the environmental regulations for training activities. We also co-developed and co-evaluated the training capacity services, providing unique benefits to the DoD stakeholders.

This stakeholder process requires large time commitment and financial resources, as well as careful selection of the stakeholders to achieve the desired outcomes. This intensive and interactive process is better suited for cohesive groups of stakeholders with some degrees of self-organization and consistent management goals, although stakeholders within the group may have diverse management expertise, approaches, and administrative areas. Public agency stakeholders are such examples as compared to large number of dispersed downstream water users for watershed management. Given the time and financial cost, this co-development approach is also better applied to large scale studies, or local studies with the potential to replicate at large scales. We expect the co-development process to be streamlined in the future with the growing technical capacity of partners, potentially supported by automated data processing tools and online training programs we are currently developing. Other external factors, such as agency-wide policy incentives and central repositories for common datasets, would also facilitate the process.

In sum, our ecosystem services approach integrates transparent ecological models, geographic information system tools, and participatory scenario development and demonstration processes. It has been applied in both developed and developing countries to inform spatial planning of public lands that support multiple uses (e.g., agriculture, mining, recreation, and residential development) in addition to biodiversity conservation (Ruckelshaus et al. 2013, Goldstein et al. 2012, Bhagabati et al. 2014). As government agencies and land-based institutions are progressively incorporating ecosystem services into their management frameworks, this approach has a great potential to fit into broader decision contexts, such as assessment of environmental impacts, evaluation of off-site mitigation options, discussion of conflicting land uses within and among agencies, as well as communication with Congress and the public about ecosystem management objectives.
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